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Topics
Final quarter of this financial year brought some important 

updates, thanks to the feedback from investors.


LenDenClub goes Live On the Google 
Pay Platform 

LenDenClub became the first P2P 

lending platform to be integrated 

with Google Pay. Customers can 

now lend and borrow through 

LenDenClub directly from the 

Google Pay spot. Borrowers can visit

InstaMoney Spot while investors can visit LenDenClub Spot 

on Google Pay. Investment option will be live in a few days. 

Google Pay spot is currently available only on Android.


XIRR And Income Certificate

XIRR is Extended Internal Rate of Return, a method used to calculate returns on your 

investments when there are multiple transactions occurring at different time intervals. When 

you invest in P2P, you will observe that multiple investments are made in loans with different 

tenures (cash-outflows), on the other hand you receive different numbers of EMI depending 

on the loan tenure (cash inflows). XIRR gives you the benefit to assign specific dates to 

different cash-flows, thus helping you to calculate more accurate returns. You can download 

the XIRR report from the account report tab.

Avi ,our Chatbot is now there to help 
you 

We launched our first-ever chatbot “Avi” with the aim to 

resolve any challenges that you face while using the 

LenDenClub investor app/web platform and get quick 

responses to your queries. All your Investment queries 

such as checking investments & repayments, upgradation 

of your investment plan, direct link to all the reports, etc 

will be answered with a few clicks. 


The financial year is ending which means looking back at your investments throughout the 

year. To help you with this, now you can access the income certificate from the income 

report tab.

2021 comes as a ray of hope after the end of the 

most eventful year of the century, and naturally 

carries a lot of expectations on its back. With the 

lockdown being eased towards the end of the 

previous year, and the government already 

underway with its nation-wide vaccination program, 

the country is already returning to normalcy. 

According to data released by IMF in January, 2021, 

India is projected to grow by 11.5%, making it the only 

major economy to witness a double-digit growth this 

year and indicating a steady recovery in economic 

activity. Markets, as always, are vibrant with their 

share of ups and downs. 


Let’s explore how asset classes are likely to 
perform in 2021.

Equity

Bonds & Fixed Income Assets

Gold

Real estate

Fixed Deposits

Debt Mutual Funds

P2P Investments

2020 was a rollercoaster ride for the Indian stock market. After plunging to disastrous lows 

in March 2020, few would expect the stock market to recover. However, NIFTY and SENSEX 

surprised spectators by not only recovering all losses, but by also breaking old records to 

reach new all-time highs. As the economy slowly yet steadily, picks up pace in the new year, 

investor optimism has been touching new heights, which is quite evident from the 40x 

price-to-earning ratio that NIFTY was at in February, much higher than historical standards. 

Foreign investors will also continue to plough money into Indian equities as long as global 

markets stay flushed with liquidity. But one can expect a sustained rally in the stock market 

only on the back of a sustained economic recovery. A rally in commodity prices triggered by 

optimism about a recovery could dent corporate earnings, pushing companies to improve 

their fundamentals to truly match rising valuations. Even as the supply side continues to pick 

up pace, as long as demand remains dismal, companies will be looking at an adverse 

impact on their sales and revenues. How well the equity market performs is also contingent 

upon lower yields, inflation and whether COVID cases are curtailed. With the government 

providing a generous economic stimulus, and the RBI sticking to its quantitative easing, risky 

assets will continue to be the go-to investment options for investors, and equities will 

continue to provide high returns. Some experts believe that a steep correction in the market 

is imminent due to expensive valuations, but sectors like Pharma, IT, Healthcare are 

expected to stand out.


2020 was a painful year for most fixed income assets as the RBI continued to ease 

monetary policy by infusing liquidity into the market and cutting policy rates. After the 

government pegged the fiscal deficit at 6% for the year 2021-22, while the market on 

average expected it to be only 5%, there was a sharp slide in bond prices and rise in yields, 

making it necessary for the RBI to keep bond yields in check. But the RBI has been hinting at 

a reversal in rates, meaning that investors might expect normalisation of monetary policy in 

the second quarter of FY21. The tightening of liquidity by the RBI is likely to push policy rates 

up. Short-term interest rates, which are priced aggressively carry the maximum risk of 

reversal, and are expected to rise rapidly, earning investors higher returns. The longer-end 

rates may continue to get RBI’s support from OMO purchases, so that we might see a 

bear-flattened yield curve. Experts believe that investors should lower their return 

expectations from fixed income products as the bond market has put the best of the rally 

behind it.

2020 was a banner year for gold, with prices 

reaching an all-time high of Rs. 57,008 in August 

2020, while gold funds offered average returns of 

26.84% over the past year. As one expects central 

banks worldwide to keep interest rates low in order 

to aid recovery, the heavy infusion of liquidity in 

the markets will continue to drive gold prices. The 

downward trend in the US dollar will also push up 

gold prices, but some believe the dollar to 

strengthen in 2021, leading to a reversal in prices. 

Among other factors, rising inflation will also be 

positive for gold. A smooth vaccination process 

and improved sentiments in the new year may 

tone down the yellow metal’s appeal as a safe 

haven, with more investors placing their bets on 

riskier assets. But on the whole, the outlook on gold 

seems bullish for this year.


The Union Budget 2021 has made REITs and InvITs 

more lucrative for the common man, while multiple 

initiatives by the government have improved buyer 

sentiment by making housing more affordable. Add 

to this the infusion of liquidity in the global markets, 

which is finding its way into Indian real estate, and 

one could very well expect 2021 to be a stellar year 

for Indian realty. A report by Savills India revealed 

that private equity investment in real estate is 

After a long stretch of stunted interest rates, 2021 comes as some relief for investors of fixed 

deposits. RBI’s recent announcement to increase CRR over the months of March to May 

indicates that banks will be short of funds, leading them to increase interest rates, provided 

demand from borrowers is strong. However, since the system is already flushed with 

liquidity, interest rates may take time to rise. All in all, 2021 looks like a year where rates are 

expected to marginally increase on fixed deposits.

Following the government’s announcement of a higher than expected fiscal deficit, investors 

in debt mutual funds have been advised to lower their expectations from debt schemes. The 

bond market reacted to the announcement with rising yields. Since NAV of debt schemes 

fall when yields rise, debt schemes with longer duration are expected to be affected 

adversely by the announcement. Short duration funds with 2 to 4 years of maturity are 

likely to perform better in the coming year.

In an economic environment that still carries some uncertainty, investors might be looking 

for a less volatile asset class, offering stable returns. That’s where P2P investments come in. 

By lending on a peer-to-peer platform, you are relatively less exposed to risks, but you still 

get significantly high returns- about 2.5 times the returns you can get on fixed deposits. 

Since you can lend to multiple lenders, the risk of default remains minimal. On diversifying 

even 10-20% of your portfolio in P2P lending, you can expect your overall returns to go up 

by 1.5-3%, as P2P investments are expected to give 12-15% pa returns.  Further, since returns 

on debt mutual funds seem gloomy this year, P2P investments which are less risky than 

equity, might be a good go-to investment option in 2021.

8th November 2016: The sudden announcement of demonetisation disrupted the economy, 

severely affecting output and growth across all industries.

However, the swift currency ban 

brought about some positive changes. 

Until this day, India had been chugging 

along slowly on the train of digital 

transactions, despite the massive push 

by RBI towards cashless transactions. 

The aftermath of PM Narendra Modi’s 

speech changed everything. The 

prolonged shortage of cash in the 

weeks that followed paved the way for 

the adoption of cashless transactions,

which grew at a fast pace. UPI (Unified Payments Interface) had just been launched a few 

months ago and was finding its feet and demonetisation had finally given it a platform.

Over the next couple of years, UPI started gaining relentless momentum, as the likes of 

Paytm, Google, PhonePe, and scores of banks started promoting it. The ‘Digital India’ 

campaign launched by the Government of India resulted in the birth of large-scale 

opportunities for mobile and digital payments in the country. With homegrown players such 

as Paytm morphing into super-apps, offering everything from e-commerce platforms to bill 

payments, investments, etc. within a single interface, to foreign players such as Google Pay 

and WhatsApp Pay foraying in the Indian markets, the domestic population is being 

targeted with the different choices for making digital payments.

Since early 2018, when UPI was introduced in the country, RBI has pushed for 

interoperability. This one factor has allowed customers to make and accept payments from 

users of different payment apps. This is one of the key factors in the success and 

adaptability of digital payment platforms in India.

Digital payment companies witnessed a 50% spike in transactions through their digital 

wallets since the start of the covid-19 crisis and eventually an 80% increase in 2020, 

compared to the previous years. According to a report by fintech firm Razorpay, the push 

has been driven by strong adoption of digital transactions in tier II & III cities, which also 

includes senior citizens, a part of the population that is used to dealing only in cash.

Although 2020 did not see a large growth in e-commerce, 2021 is projected to show massive 

growth for all the big e-commerce players. The e-commerce sector is projected to touch 

$84 million this year. Add to this the concerns due to the pandemic, and contactless 

payments for e-commerce will be on the rise. 86% of consumers have now adopted online 

shopping for groceries, clothes, shoes, and other consumer goods and 82% of consumers 

are now more comfortable making contactless and digital payments.

In 2021, the government has further pushed the ‘Digital India’ campaign by making fast tag 

compulsory and floating bids for NUE ( New umbrella entity) – which will pave the way for 

competition with NPCI, the mother of UPI payments. As private companies like Tata, 

Reliance, Amazon bid for it in partnership with the likes of Facebook, Google, and leading 

banks like HDFC, ICICI – India will certainly leapfrog into a whole new world of cashless 

transactions.

Both NPCI & NUE will operate parallelly, offering even more choices to users. This will not 

only lead to competition to provide better offers and incentives to gain market share but 

also help boost transaction volumes for both platforms as e-commerce expands and 

reaches deeper into India’s unbanked hinterland. According to the 2017 financial inclusion 

report from the World Bank, some 190 million Indians did not have a bank account. 

More than half of Indians have never made or received a digital payment. However, as 

on January 27, 2021, a total number of 41.75 crore accounts have been opened under 

Pradhan Mantri Jan Dhan Yojana (PMJDY), the financial inclusion program of the 

Government of India that aims to expand affordable access to financial services such as 

bank accounts, remittances, credit, insurance and pensions. Out of the 41.75 crore accounts, 

35.96 crore accounts are operative.

It won’t be remiss to say that India’s journey towards becoming a cashless society is paved 

with numerous challenges. With COVID-19, recent reports suggest that about 48% of the 

consumers polled will continue using cashless payments even after restrictions have been 

lifted. With companies and the government realising the benefit on digital transactions - it is 

expected that with every passing year, more consumers will move the digital payment 

mode, coupled with rising smartphone penetration. By 2025, it is expected that certain types 

of transactions will become completely cashless and the government pushing for supply 

chain and business related transactions to be completely digital.

Amid calls for a boycott of Chinese imports in India last year, many experts argued that by 

imposing tariffs across items, India would be hurting itself rather than China. As India’s 

heavy dependence on Chinese imports came into focus, it led one to wonder: will India ever 

have a trade surplus with China?

In 2019-2020, India had a trade 

deficit of $48.66 billion with 

China*. China is India’s largest 

source of good imports. In 

spite of the sharp fall in 

imports last year, China’s share 

in India’s imports still grew 

from 14% in 2019-2020 to 18% 

in 2020* . Further, in December 

2020, a Group of Ministers 

revealed that across 86 tariff 

lines of imports, India was 

critically dependent on China 

and recommended the need to set up domestic production facilities or to find alternative 

import suppliers. 

A step in the right direction can pave the path for India towards reducing import 

dependence on China. The production-linked incentive (PLI) scheme announced by the 

government which will pump Rs. 1.97 trillion into 13 sectors over the next five years, seems 

like a step in the right direction.

Consider Active Pharmaceutical Ingredients (API), the key ingredients required in a drug. For 

a country which has the world’s largest pharmaceutical industry by volume, and caters to 

60% of the world’s demand, two-thirds of the APIs used are imported from China. (Ministry 

of Chemicals and Fertilizers, via Bloomberg Quint).  The heavy dependence on API imports 

reflect India’s vulnerabilities to any rise in API prices by China, necessitating the need for 

self-reliance in this sector. The PLI scheme aimed at promoting domestic manufacturing of 

Key Starting Materials (KSMs) and APIs will incentivise companies to produce them at 

import prices and maintain profitability over time. The scheme will be implemented over a 

period of 8 years, during which time, we expect these companies to fulfill not only domestic 

demand for APIs, but international demand as well. If successful, India will be able to reduce 

a significant fraction of its imports from China, thus making headway in reducing its 

dependence on China.

Another major Chinese import is electrical machinery and other electronic parts. Imports 

from China have been dominated by high to medium technology products. In India, 

manufacturing mostly comprises assembling sophisticated imported components, but with 

the PLI schemes, this is expected to change. Data from IESA reveals that in the electronics 

goods industry, the share of manufactured components against imported ones is estimated 

to go up to 71% by 2025, up from 51% in 2019. Apart from incentivising domestic 

manufacturers, the scheme will also serve as an impetus for global giants to set up shop in 

India, further reducing the need for Chinese imports. Paired with the government’s decision 

to reduce import duties to boost local manufacturing,this presents the perfect opportunity 

for India to begin its journey towards becoming the manufacturing hub of the world. 

Data from the Ministry of Commerce and Industry shows that India’s exports to China are 

dominated by resource based products, that is, mainly raw materials and intermediate 

goods, while the share of consumer and capital goods remains insignificant. According to 

the Economic Survey 2019-20, India’s bland performance as compared to China can be 

attributed to how India has been trying to diversify across products and partners instead of 

specializing in the areas where it has comparative advantage. In order to increase exports, 

and sustain higher exports, India needs to allow firms to scale up. By encouraging 

production zones and clusters, especially in coastal areas which have proximity to ports, the 

government can give a leg-up to firms to expand their operations and achieve 

competitiveness, while also facilitating smoother trade without hindrances. India also needs 

to diversify its export basket, by investing more in research and development and making 

the most of industry-academia collaboration to come up with cutting-edge technology.

As India continues its ascent to a $5 trillion economy, it must also become a manufacturing 

powerhouse on the way. Only then can we expect it to at least neutralize its trade deficit 

with the global trading giant. A neutral trade balance with China, if not a trade surplus, is a 

challenging task for India, but not an impossible one.

*- (Data sourced from Ministry of Commerce and Industry)

Cut to March 23rd, 2020, the nationwide lockdown owing to the pandemic further propelled 

the adoption of UPI, giving cashless transactions preference over everything else.

expected to be around $6 billion, a 30% year-on-year growth. With the residential sector 

recovering robustly after easing of the lockdown, and office absorption expected to rise to 

around 40 million sq. ft this year, the real estate sector is looking up and is expected to 

perform well in 2021.
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